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ary Japanese literature, verse forms and 
sentiments ancient and modern, virtual-
ly all the important English translations 
ever made from Japanese literature, the 
latest great Japanese novel, authentic 
Japanese atmosphere in a springtime 
sheaf of translations. 
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'PARAHS' FOR WAR GIVE A 
JULES VERNE THRILL 
By RUSSELL OWEN 
It is one of the ironies of our times that ously conservative-have doubt as to the 
an instrument designed for the sole pur· military value of dropping soldiers by para-
pose of saving life should have been turn- chute. But Russia is not alone in having 
ed into a war implement-the parachute. made the experiment. The Germans, in 
When Soviet Russia, at her war manoeu- sham· battle, have also landed men by para-
vres dropped 5,000 men, machine guns and chute behind "enemy" lines. 
light field pieces behind the lines of a It is not impossible that some of the long 
hypothetical enemy, the billowing folds of drops made by the Russians before open-
silk of each parachute became part of a ing their parachutes have been for the 
war machine, bringing to conflict new ele- purpose of investigating the chances of 
ments of deadliness and surprise which 
may some day be demonstrated in actual 
battle. 
The parachute was never widely used 
in the last war. Observers in captive bal· 
loons saved themselves by diving over the 
side with a parachute when an enemy 
plane attacked them, and a few parachutes 
of a crude type were reported to have been 
used by men in airplanes. Spies were 
dropped behind enemy lines by parachute 
and picked up again by airplane. But the 
idea of unloading artillery and companies 
of men would have been looked upon in 
1918 as fantastic- as fantastic as any that 
Jules Verne, who ·was generally a true 
prophet, ever dreamed of. 
So a contrivance made of a few pieces 
of silk and a few cords has traveled far 
from the primary purpose of its invention. 
It is a long cry from the performer on the 
flying trapeze of a hot-air balloon at a 
county fair, who drifted to earth on an old 
bag chute, to the hundreds of parachute 
jumpers at a single Russian demonstration. 
It is estimated that 
there may be as many 
as 200,000 parachutes 
in Russia and mil-
lions of jumpers. 
The Russians bought 
2,000 chutes in this 
country five years ago 
and also the right to 
manufacture chutes 
themselves, and they have been turning 1 getting to the ground in a hurry in war-
them out rapidly ever since. As to their 1 time. Troops falling from planes flying 
success, it is said by jumpers in this high to avoid artillery fire would have a 
country that the Russians have a record better chance of reaching the ground safe· 
of only one fatality for each million jumps. ly by delaying the opening of their chutes 
* * * 
What this mass jumping of Russians will 
Produce if the Soviet goes to war with any 
of her neighbors is uncertain. Military 
observers- and the military mind is no&ori-
until they were a few hundred feet above 
the earth than they would floating down 
slowly for thousands of feet and thus pre-
senting targets for rifles and machine-guns. 
A vision of companies of human plummets 
plunging toward the earth seems too 
Price 3 sen Published by the Hokuseid ~ Nishikicho, Kanda, Tokyo 
strange for realization, but the use of 
chutes at all for offensive purposes is a 
Wellsian idea. 
Massed jumps by troops might be such 
a threat to munitions factories, supply 
depots and lines of communication that 
they would weaken the forces holding the 
front lines. And the thought of a few 
thousand disciplined men, armed with ma-
chine guns and grenades, landing in the 
rear might make any commander appre-
hensive. 
* * * 
The Russians have .thus put the para-
chute to a new use . which makes it an 
offensive weapon; it has always been, even 
in peace, one of the most thrilling of in-
ventions. When a . man-or a woman, for 
there are many women jumpers-tosses 
himself from an a irplane 10,000 or 20,000 
feet above the earth and begins his fall, 
there is no one watching who is not affect· 
ed by that swift movement. 
The jumper may fail to pull the cord or 
the chute may not open, anyway. If the 
opening comes after long delay, in which 
the crowd has wondered if all is well with 
the tumbling human figure, a deep sigh of 
relief goes up as the white bowl appears 
against the sky and the. tiny form comes 
swaying in slow descent. No, there is 
nothing dull about "parah jumping," as 
the professionals call it. 
The pack parachute is an American in-
vention. Parachutes packed in bags and 
fastened to the cars of balloons, a nd some-
times in airplanes, had been used for years 
before the . pack chute was perfected in 
1918 and 1919, but these early chutes were 
clumsy and dangerous affairs for pilots. 
, A parachute had to be devised which could 
I be packed in a small 
space and released 
after the jumper had 
left the plane. De· 
vised it was, and in 
the first six months of 
1936 forty-five lives 
were saved in this 
country by its use. 
The Caterpillar Club, 
that organization of which any one be-
comes a member when he makes a jump 
to save his life, now has 805 members. 
There are several types of parachutes-
seat packs, lap packs, back packs and chest 
packs- but most pilots use the seat pack, 
as it forms a cushion for them while flying 
and is out of the way, as well as a cushion 
against a forced landing without their 
planes. All professional and military ex-
hibition jumpers carry two packs, general-
ly a seat pack and a lap pack. The reason 
for two chutes is obvious: one has been 
known to fail. 
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members. 
One of the strangest jumps of this year 
was that of Major Harlan T. McCorm ick. 
* * * He had to leave his ship when a broken 
Parachutes are m ade in three sizes, of propeller caused the craft to vibrate so 
22, 24 and 28 feet diameter; the size used violently that the windshield was broken 
depends on the weight of the jumper and and a piece of it hit him on the head, 
air conditions when he jumps. Exhibition almost stunning him. He cut the switches, 
jumpers, when they must land at a point but the engine did not stop; it began to 
several thousand feet above sea level, use break up, nipping off pieces of cowling. 
the largest chute, so they will not bump McCormick forced himself out of the ship 
too hard. A regulation 24-foot chute con- and left head first The stabilizer of the 
tains 68 square yards of unfinished Jap- plane struck his shoulder, but not ' hard 
anese silk, because this type of cloth does enough to injure him. The shroud lines, 
not crease so easily as the treated cloth. however, wrapped around his neck and 
It costs $275. The chute has twenty-four almost choked him. He was within 300 
panels, tapering to points which meet the feet of the ground when he managed to 
circular hole at the top. The hole is for untangle the lines; by "spilling" the chute 
releasing air pressure built up in the con- he was able to avoid trees and land in a 
cave chute, which would otherwise oscil- clearing. * * * 
late violently. The unexpected frequently happens in 
It takes about forty-five minutes to pack the air, especially in delayed- opening 
a parachute properly. It is laid out fiat and jumps. It is not easy to m ake a parachute 
folded, panel by panel, the shroud lines, or a human body do what the owner of it 
which attach the body harness to the chute, wants it to do while floating through the 
being carefully placed between the folds air. The atmosphere is full of queer things 
so they will not foul. When the pack is which disturb equilibrium, spots of un-
completed, it is about the size of a dinner equal density, tiny vortices and unexpect-
chair seat, and four or five inches thick. ed gusts. So when a man takes off from 
It is fastened to the body by a harness an airplane he is never sure what may 
which encircles the thighs, and also wraps happen to him on the way down. 
around the torso and shoulders, so that There is a lanky jumper out at Roosevelt 
when the jumper is floating down he is Field, Joe Crane, who has dropped from 
sitting in a seat of canvas webbing. airplanes about 700 times, and the only 
The chute is opened by a rip cord which injury he has met was a sprain of the ankle 
ends in a metal ring on the chest, a ring on his first jump. Crane enjoys jumping; 
shielded by a flap of leather. The jumper it is fun for him as well as the means of 
usually grasps this before he jumps, and livelihood. He makes delayed-opening 
after he has fallen as far as he wishes- jumps, for they are the spice of jumping. 
which is not far, the first time - he pulls it "I have come down on my back in a 
with a quick snap of his arm. The metal delayed-opening drop," said Crane, "when, 
cord pulls from their places two metal pins for no apparent reason, I have gone into 
which hold the outer covering of the para- a fiat spin-my body on a horizontal plane 
chute together. 
When these pins are freed elastic straps moving forward and backward and at the 
pull the covers open and a spring throws same time a;ound a definite point Air-
out a small pilot chute about three fee t in planes sometimes do the same thmg, and 
. · · ' d there IS no way to get one out of such a diameter. Th1s, m turn, rags from the · I ld 't t -t t J'f I pack the m ain chute, which comes out in spm. cou n s 0 P 1 0 _ save my I e. 
a long, billowing fold of silk until the wind I doubled up my legs and _kicked them out, 
gets under it and forces it open. Then turned my head to one s1de and lifted one 
comes the jerk on the harness, and if all sh?ulder,1 as ,some of my fnends do, but the has gone well, as it usually has, the jumper sp;~ wou dn t stop. So I_ opened the chute. 
finds himself comfortably descending at a Another time I was m one of these fiat 
reasonable speed. spins when suddenly I be&'an to drop head 
Many military fli ers have been forced to first and began to spm m that p~sitiOn. 
"bail out " at low altitudes and the in- And, on another occasiOn, while fallmg on 
creased speed of planes has ~ade jumping my back, first my head and then my feet 
safer for them under such conditions. At w~nt down and up, so that I oscillated m 
speeds of 150 miles an hour or more a pilot this W<?-Y for 2,000 or 3,000 feet. I know 
can leave his plane with some assurance of some JUmpers who can stop these spms, 
safety when as low as 200 or 300 feet above but when I get into one I never let it go 
the ground. The forward speed of the far, because if your body spins rapidly 
plane is so great that the folds of the chute b~fore you open the. chute It _Is apt to 
begin to open before the jumper starts ~md up the shroud,Jmes and kill the effi-
dropping rapidly. c1ency of the chute. 
Valuable lives have been saved by these * * .,. 
silk mushrooms. Colonel Lindbergh would There is not any particular best way of 
never have achieved his international rep- getting out of an airplane. Head first, feet 
utation without them, for he made four first, frontward or backward-the methods 
forced parachute jumps before he flew the are equally used. Many jumpers prefer to 
Atlantic. Two of them were while he was dive out head first, with their chin up and 
in the army and two while he was flying their chest well out, as position has some-
mail. He broke his shoulder in one jump, thing to do with balance in the air. This 
as the wind was high and he had to side is much the way in which a swan dive is 
siip rapidly-side slipping is done by pul-. made, that dive which permits the body to 
ling down the shroud lines-in order to float out on a horizontal plane for a time 
avoid high-tension wires. He hit the ground before the head drops and the vertical dive 
hard. He heads the list of Caterpillar Club to the water is made. 
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Jumpers feel no sensation in falling. 
That sounds to a groundling like a ridicu-
lous statement, but jumpers all say that if 
it were not for the wind whistling past 
their ears they would not know they were 
dropping. They wear goggles to protect 
their eyes, and are able to watch other 
jumpers some distance away and time their 
own delayed openings so that they reach 
the ground at about the same time. It is 
not until the earth seems to be rising to-
ward them rapidly that they have the 
sensation of approach-it is the earth com-
ing up, not the jumper going down. 
The reason for all this is that a body 
soon reaches an ultimate speed - what is 
known as terminal velocity. Anybody 
knows that insects fall slowly and that tiny 
creatures like mice can fall from a great 
height without injury. A human being 
reaches a terminal velocity of between 
ll8 and 126 miles an hour in about 
1,100 feet and then just does not fall any 
faster. This is because air resistance bal-
ances gravity at high speed. So it does 
not matter whether a jumper falls 2,000 
feet or 20,000 before opening his chute, 
aside from the danger of spinning. Above 
20,000 most jumpers use oxygen for the 
first part of the descent. Drops of thou-
sands of feet made in this country have 
dispelled the old theory that on a long fall 
a person would not be able to breathe and 
would be unconscious before reaching the 
ground. 
* * * 
There is no t the terrific jerk that might 
be expected when a chute is opened after 
a long fall. Of course, there is a certain 
shock, but it is taken up by the harness 
fastened about the body in such way as to 
be distributed, and it is not sufficient to 
cause unconsciousness unless one of the 
shroud lines happens to hit the jumper on 
the side of the head. It is merely a quick 
deceleration which reduces the speed of 
fall from 118 or 126 miles an hour to be-
tween. eleven and fourteen miles an hour. 
The impact of the jumper against the earth 
at sea level-for rate of descent depends 
upon elevation of the earth's surface and 
relative density of air and other factors -
is about the same as that felt on landing 
after a jump from a nine or ten foot wall. 
When a jumper comes down in a strong 
wind he tries to prevent oscillation and 
spinning and to face in the direction in 
which he is drifting. It doesn't matter 
much if he comes down backward if he 
knows how to keep his head tucked toward 
his chest and rolls over in the manner of a 
football player landing on a rolling ball. 
But he may get to oscillating dangerous· 
ly. Oddly enough, his sensation in oscil-
lating is that of feeling the parachute 
swinging back and forth above his head. 
He checks this moving by pulling on the 
shroud lines of the chute, first on one side 
and then the other. And when he lands 
he pulls the lines closest to the ground as 
quickly as possible, so as to spill wind from 
the chute. An experienced jumper may 
even unfasten all his harness so that he 
can slide off the seat when he reaches the 
ground and fall free of the windpulled 
chute, but it takes a level head to do it 
safely. 
The New York Times Magazine, Oct. 11, tssq. 
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AIR RACE AMONG THE EUROPEAN POWERS The Italians had a first-line strength two years ago of . 1,000 planes. In the past 
twelve months they have been busy equip· 
ping their squadrons with new types and 
expect to have 1,600 first-line planes in 
another year. 
By FERDINAND KUHN JR. 
London, Oct. 24.-The British Govern· 
ment's impending orders for aircraft in 
the United States have introduced a new 
and important factor into Europe's furious 
race to arm itself in the air. 
Until now Germany has been setting the 
pace. Her superb technicians and her effi-
cient organizers have been turning out new 
airplanes at a rate that none of her rivals 
except Russia has been able to approach. 
The British know they are far behind, and 
it is not a pleasant thought for them at a 
time when fast bombers can reach London 
from the Rhine in an hour. 
But the speed of German rearmament is 
only one reason why Great Bri~ain is about 
to seek help across the Atlantic. The 
sluggishness of Britain's own effort is an 
evert more compelling reason. ·The British 
are not progressing fast enough, and they 
are being 'forced by their own shortcom-
ings to build up their strength elsewhere. 
Discord Is Revealed 
Events of the past week have thrown 
lurid light behind the scenes, where Brit-
ain's new air force is being organized. 
Lord Nuffield, who is often called "the 
Henry Ford of England," has withdrawn in 
a huff from the government's airplane 
engine program. In a statement to news-
papers he has shouted to all the world that 
Britain's Air Ministry is dominated by 
"political interests" and that its scheme 
of manufacturing airplane parts was " un-
workable." 
His accusations may or may not be true. 
They will be aired in Parliament and in-
vestigated by the Cabinet. And in the end 
there.may be as little basis for them as for 
the equally sensational charges that Sir 
Frederick Maurice, then director of milita-
ry operations, hurled against the then 
Premier David Lloyd George in their 
famous controversy during the World 
War. 
The real importance of Lord Nuffield's 
charges lies in their revelation to the public 
that all is. not going well with Britain's air 
rearmament. The great problem intend-
ed to provide 1,750 first-line planes and full 
war reserves by the beginning of 1939 is 
not going smoothly. There is a conflict of 
ideas and clash of wills behind the scenes, 
with the result that a large section of the 
public .is inclined to paraphrase Lord Nut-
field's remark to the Air Minister, Viscount 
Swinton, and say: "God help us in case of 
war." 
Continental Powers 
At such a moment the British a.sk them-
selves a little uneasily how their rivals and 
their friends on the Continent are faring. 
Are they, too, having their troubles? 
Information is not easy to obtain, for 
Britain is the only great power that has 
publicly declared the limits she is setting 
herself in her air expansion. Enough is 
known, however; to show that the Fascist 
and Communist dictatorships are forging 
ahead of the ·western democracies. 
In sheer quantity of her production, Rus-
sia is leading the whole world. Louis Bre-
guet, a well-known French aircraft engi-
neer, recently returned from Moscow saying 
the Soviet regime was producing twenty 
that times as many planes, motors and ac-
cessories as France. He estimated Russia's 
annual production at 5,000 planes, a figure 
that may be exaggerated but which is borne 
out by other visitors who have seen Soviet 
factories at work. In one shop, Mr. Breguet 
reports, 25,000 hands were working in three 
shifts, producing four light, twin-engined 
bombers every day. 
Leaders in Efficiency 
It is no accident that the Italians have 
the world's speed record, for they have 
been working incessantly on high-speed 
military planes. Unlike any other great 
power, they have better pilots, trained 
under the rigors of war conditions to fly 
in high altitudes. The Ethiopian ~ar may 
not have produced many tangible results, 
but this at least is an asset Italy will find 
useful .if there is ever a greater war nearer 
home. 
French Position 
The French not long ago had the biggest 
air force in Europe outside Russia, but 
they have stood still too long while their 
neighbors leaped ahead. The result is that 
France. is now compelled not only to in· 
crease the size of her air force but to 
If Russia leads in quantity, Germany and modernize at least half the machines she 
.Italy lead in the efficiency of some of their already possesses. Aviators here believe, 
types. Germany has geared her entire in- moreover, that a number of the new types 
dustry so that it can change from a peace in France are faulty, and the French air-
to a war basis almost over night. Her rate craft industry has been seriously harmed by 
of production is so high that one Junkers labor disturbances in the past few months. 
factory at Dessau in Saxony is said to be So it is the democracies of Western 
producing more planes in a year than the Europe that must catch up. Each of them 
entire military output of the American has excellent material and produces first-
aircraft industry. class pilots in time of need. The British 
The quality of Germany's engines is not claim, with good reason, that their aircraft 
rated at the top by air experts in this engines are the best in the world and take 
country, but she is pioneering in a number much comfort from experimental achieve-
of types that command respect. She is ments like the recent world altitude record 
building high-speed bombers without any set by a Royal Air Force officer. 
form of defense at all-planes· so fast that · They are beginning to realize, however, 
they will be able to get away safely from that, unless they buy on a large scale 
almost any pursuit planes now in existence. abroad and unless they can tighten their 
The Germans lead the v/ay, too, in the 
1 
organization at home, they will not be 
use of the heavy-oil engine and in military ready for whatever shocks the future may 
version~ of successful civilian machines. have in store. 
FREER TRADE EUROPE'S HOPE 
By HAROLD CALLENDER 
London, Oct. 2.-With Right and Left in 
Spain engaged in competitive massacres, 
with the Locarno conference to stabilize 
Western Europe indefinitely postponed, with 
political and social tension increasing, the 
sudden agreement of·the three major rnone• 
tary powers-the United States, Great Brit· 
ain and France- for the steadying of cur· 
rencies comes as a ray of hope which seems 
all the brighter because of the otherwise 
almost unrelieved gloom and fear which 
hang over Europe. 
This agreement falls short of actual stabi· 
lization. Nor does it insure a quick return 
to freer international trade. It does not 
mean economic disarmament but rather the 
limitation of economic warfare in which the 
world has been engaged, for the menace of 
competitive currency debasement now seems 
to be removed. Nevertheless, the agree-
ment disposes of one obstacle to the revival 
of world trade and ought logically, but 
probably slowly, to lead to loosening of the 
shackles, such as tariffs, quotas and ex-
change control, which hamper economic in· 
tercourse among nations. 
Pound and Dollar 
The agreement does not put Great Britain 
back on the gold standard or even as yet fix 
exchange. rates precisely. Managed cur· 
rencies remain in fashion, and British and 
American experts still disagree as to the 
exact ~alue of their moneys in terms of 
each other. But if the agreement brings 
stabilization of the pound and the dollar it 
will come to the same thing as a return of 
Britain to gold, since the dollar's value is 
fi;_ed in terms of gold and the pound's vahte 
will be fixed in relation to the dollar. 1£ 
the agreement does not bring such stabiliza· 
tion, then its importance will be far less than 
optimists assume. 
Three years ago Neville Chamberlain, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, said that Brit-
ain's return to the gold standard was impos-
sible until commodity prices rose, until re-
strictions upon trade relaxed and until means 
were de.vised to prevent wide fluctuations in 
the price of gold. Exactly a year ago he said 
that stabilization was still " unthinkable." 
His three conditions have not yet been ful· 
filled. Commodity prices have r isen, it is 
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true, but the restrictions upon trade have Position of Dictators 
tightened rather than relaxed, and there is It is perhaps significant that the Fascist 
no sign of regulation of the price of gold. 
Indeed the increased production of gold dictators who ha ve shown little aptitude for 
suggests that the price will drop unless it is agreeing with their neighbors stand outside 
artificially fixed. As for the European situa· the currency agreement, and that it is 
tion, it appears much more tense now than de mocratic powers who lead the way toward 
it did a year ago. For these and other rea· economic stability. It is arguable that the 
sons, both politi_cal and economic, the _time dictators oppose stability on principle for in 
has not yet arnved for complete stab1hza· . . 
tion. I a stable Europe the1r dreams of expanswn, 
Attitude of Nationalists which form thei r stock in trade, so to speak, 
The new monetary agreement commends 
itself to most Europeans for precisely this 
reason: that it seems to promise a move· 
ment away from narrow econotnic natio-
nalism and toward freer trade and a revival 
of liberalism in economics. 
A resumption of international trading and 
lending without the excessive restrictions 
now obtaining would disappoint extreme 
nationalists who disapprove of economic in· 
ternationali sm on principle, and the freer 
intercourse might tend to diminish the 
emotional barriers which fanatical nation· 
alists have created between peoples. In 
this sense it would work against dictatorship 
based upon economic and political national· 
ism. There is a close connection between 
economic freedom and political freedom. 
But it is too early to say that the pen· 
dulum bas begun to swing back toward a 
freer economic life or that hostile States of 
Europe show any signs of political accom· 
modation comparable to the monetary rap· 
prochement of Great Britain, France and 
the lJnited States. Hearmament has com· 
pleted the work of economic chaos in 
stimulating the desire for national self· 
sufficiency. Hitler said recently that Ger· 
many would be able in four years to pro· 
duce all the raw materials she needed, even 
gasoline. The reasons for doing so are mil~ 
itary. Thus the preparation for war inten· 
sifies economic nationalism, as well as in· 
creasing the powers of the State over the 
individual. Militarism.is incompatible with 
both economic and political freedom. 
could not be r ealized. 
But just as it is premature to suggest the 
imminence of a freer economic li fe so it is 
pren1ature to regard the dictators as con· 
stituting one cohesive bloc and the democ· 
racies another. Mussolini's personal opinion 
of Hitler is not flattering, and while the two 
have apparently agreed at last about Austria 
and both have helped the Spanish Hebels, 
they have been united more by the ir mutual 
interes t in instability than by common con· 
ceptions or ain1s. 
If the three great democracies participat· 
ing in the currency agreement forn1ed a 
diplomatic partnership they would constitute 
a bloc that would transform the outlook. 
But they are not united to that extent. 
France and Britain 
The two great European den1ocracies have 
seemed especially weak of late because of 
Britain's vacillation in the Ethiopian affair, 
because the growth of the Communist party 
in France and the Spanish civil war have 
tended to lend plausibility to Hitler's con· 
tention that bolshevi sm is a danger, and 
beca use the French and British policies 
diverge. Consequently the Fascist dictators 
have profited. 
It is this lack of a strong, united demo· 
crati<.: bloc which makes the prospect of 
stability in Europe so uncertain; and stabi]j. 
ty in Europe is a prerequisite to the revival 
of trade which the currency agree tnent con· 
templates. 
-The New York Times. Oct. 4. 1.?36. 
DEATH IN THE AFTERNOON-AND AT DAWN: 
A Picture of Mad War in Spain 
By FRANK L. KLUCKI!OIIN 
(Continued [?"om Nov. Number) 
The medieval-walled cities have been hard 
nuts for even the best troops to crack. These 
cities were constructed to meet the shock of 
ancient war; their walls, twenty feet thick, 
withstand even the modern cannon. It is 
through the gates, often after hours of with· 
ering fire on both sides, that entry must be 
made. 
Even those towns and villages which are 
not Middle-Age strongholds are often built 
in an unbroken circle, with the back walls 
of whitewashed homes facing outward. 
Thus a force of, say, a hundred men and 
women can hold these villages for hours 
against superior numbers of trained troops 
equipped with machine guns and cannon. 
The struggle for almost every hamlet is 
fierce. 
In a military sense, Spain's excellent 
system of paved roads makes it easier to 
wage this war. The transportation of troops 
is relatively easy. And, thanks to the 
American-constructed telephone system that 
reaches al1nost every vi11u.gc, each n1ilitary 
headquarters knows from minute to minute 
what is going on in its territory. 
* * * An anecdote is told of a Moor who pick· 
ed up a ringing telephone after the Hebels 
captured Telavera, on the road to Madrid. 
He beard a voice say, "This is the Minister 
of War in Madrid. How is everything go· 
ing?" 
"Well, if you really want to know, we 
Moors just took the town," was the rep] y 
as the white-turbaned Arab threw the tel~ : 
phone on the floor and ran to tell his breth· 
ren he had spoken "over the air." At any 
rate, ne\-VS dues get around fast. 
Picturesque, indeed, are the troops of 
both sides. As far as the Left force is con· 
cerned, the "Marxist" militia forms the 
backbone of the government's d efense. Un· 
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fortunately for offensive plans, these militia 
men and girls are still largely an undiscip· 
lined lot. Some bands are Socialist, some 
Anarchist, each group is eager to outdo the 
other and each is reluctant to obey orders 
from any one. 
A Red militiaman, captured by the insur· 
gents and condemned to death, was asked 
by his captors what he did as a soldier. 
"Sometimes what I am told; sometimes 
what I wish," was the reply. He was led 
off and shot. 
Some of these volunteers are dressed in 
khaki uniforms with overseas caps, others 
just don blue denim, put on cloth·soled san· 
dais and let it go at that. They fight fierce· 
ly on the defensive and outnumber their op· 
ponents heavily. It is difficult to dislodge 
them from entrenched positions-perhaps 
because they know what happens to those 
who surrender. 
A large percentage of those ready fight· 
ers in patent-leather hats and olive·green 
uniforms, the Civil Guards, also fight under 
Leftist orders. The radicals count, too, 
upon thousands of blue-clad assault guards, 
members of a police force created by the 
five·year·old republi c, and upon some regular 
conscript troops within their territory. 
Against these overwhelming numbers the 
Rightists have perhaps 30,000 trained troops 
-a good part of Spain's conscript army-
and the Moors, foreign legion and Moroccan 
regulars, who are the spearhead of attacks 
on all fronts. 
Behind the lines these Moors loll on their 
sides in the streets of villages, their baggy 
tan trousers grimy, their fezes or turbans 
askew, as they laugh and joke among them· 
sci ves. They look as though they would be 
too undisciplined to be much good under 
fire. 
In action, particularly when they are 
facing deadly shooting, they are cool, self· 
possessed and passionless. They obey or· 
de rs implicitly and fire with a precision 
unusual in this war. They believe that in 
war they have a right to loot, and their 
passion is for manufactured implements 
that they do not understand. Hadio sets 
are their particular looting pets. 
* * * 
A column of these Arabs is advancing up 
a road under the command of Spanish of· 
ficers. Two Hed war planes appear as 
specks in the sky, draw nearer. 
"Off the road and down!" shouts an 
officer. 
They disperse behind olive trees, their 
guns ready. The planes zip by not far off 
the ground, their machine guns spitting. 
Several Moors fire back. The performance 
is repeated. Then the planes disappear in 
the di stance. 
"Fall in!" shouts an officer. 
Meekly and calmly they continue their 
march. Soon they will be fighting again, 
with the same calm deliberation. 
Quite different is the foreign legion. 
sprinkled with men of American, British, 
Ge rman and even Chinese extraction, but 
made up mainly of Spanish mercenaries. 
This outfit is tough and vicious. \Vhen the 
legion attacks, it goes forward angry and 
muttering, lifted above itself by the fierce 
desire for combat and hatred for its op· 
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ponents. It does not like to be stopped. I 
The Moroccan regulars consist largely of 
Spaniards of much the same caliber, but 
with somewhat less esprit de cot•ps. The I 
conscripts commanded by General Mola in 
the north are poorly trained and much less 
effective than any of the three organiza· [ 
tions mentioned. 
* * * I 
In brief, it may be said that, as far as 
military action is concerned, this is a war 
of a very small body of trained troops 
against a vastly superior number of un· 
organized opponents aided by natural ob· 
stacles. 
Perhaps even more than in the Ethiopian 
war, airplanes have proved exceedingly 
effective. In the early days of the revolu-
tion Red planes played a big part in check-
ing General Mola's advance from the north ' 
on Madrid. German and I tali an planes, 
manned by Germans and Italians., later put 
the insurgents in a better position. 
General Franco has been able to carry I 
out, under real war conditions, the long-
discussed experiment of moving troops 
across enemy territory to fight. He not 
only brought much of his fighting force 
across from Morocco by air, but sent troops 
across Red territory to relieve beleaguered 
Rightist Granada. From Granada factories 
he brought out by plane dynamite needed 
for military purposes. 
Airplanes have also proved useful in 
cracking civilian morale. The persistent 
bombing of cities and towns by both sides 
has had a greater moral effect, though 
actual damage has been slight. 
Against ·warships the planes have not 
done so well, though the Leftist battleship 
Jaime I was put out of commission for 
several critical weeks by bombs dropped as 
she lay in dock. War planes were able, at 
least once, to engage Leftist ships at sea, 
making it possible for General Franco to 
bring a convoy of troops by water from 
Morocco. 
* * * 
It was when General Franco got these 
thousands of soldiers to Spain that the 
military adventure, which was slowly col· 
lapsing in the south and stalled in the north, 
became a reborn movement It was then 
that the broad plans of White and Red 
strategy were born. With a picture of the 
conditions of warfare, implements and men 
engaged, it is fairly simple to trace the 
plans. 
Diminutive Franco found the territory 
held by his forces spotted with red. The 
Reds controlled Madrid and the entire east 
coast of Spain, as well as of the northern 
ports. Granada, held by a handful of White 
troops, was cut off from White headqurters 
at Seville. 
The \'Vhite generalissimo thereupon sent 
General Varela off to relieve Granada and 
threaten Malaga, which with 30,000 armed 
Heds threatened the rear of his southern 
army. He ordered General Mola to take 
the north coast cities and eliminate the 
danger from the northern rear, and sent 
most of his picked troops off for Toledo and 
Madrid. 
The tactics used in carrying out the 
Whites' plan of campaign have been as 
SKIES OF TRAGEDY: THE CLOUDS THAT STILL 
BROOD OVER SPAIN 
El Greco's ''Toledo in a Storm "-From the Painting in the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York. 
Clouds heavy with tragedy hang over 
Spain. For centuries they have been gather· 
ing and now they poUI' upon the dazed nation 
a rain of blood. Civil war rages; no quarter 
is asked and none is given; modern weapons 
batter at ancient citadels. 
Ominously symbolic today are the thunder· 
scarred skies of El Greco's Alcazar-crowned 
Toledo, painted some 300 years ago. It is 
the same Alcazar in which the tragedy of 
Spain's civil war last week reached a climax. 
Since the days of El Greco Spanish history 
has unrolled beneath those clouds-fratrici· 
dal war, political and . economic disintegra· 
tion, social chaos, man's intolerance of' man. 
Centuries of Spanish history are spatter-
ed on Toledo's somber rock. It is still El 
Greco's Alcazar, a carved· Gibraltar in the 
dry Castilian air, a stained and won 
an'1l immortal warehouse of all the arts 
and all the faiths and all the wars of 
Spain. As art it is unassailable. Its faiths 
have been innumerable. As a fortress it is 
a granite calendar of sieges and disasters. 
Toledo, in its many ages, is time's con· 
temporary. Legend calls Hercules its 
founder. Here in recent decades the few have 
lived in palaces with fountained Moorish 
courtyards, the many by guiding round· 
eyed trippers innumerable through the piled 
monuments. Or by selling them paltry, 
damascened remembrances of a town that 
knew Cervantes and the Cid, Rabbi Ben 
Ezra, Ferdinand and Isabella, Juana the 
Mad, Lope de Vega and imperial Charles V. 
Roman, Goth, Moor, invading Frenchman 
or periodically marauding Spaniard have 
come here century after century to conquer 
in the names of various gods and many 
causes. The tourists will · come again to 
these steep streets to gape at the fabulous 
Gothic cathedral, ·the newest, bloodiest 
shambles of the Alcazar, to look for th<J 
house where Greco may have lived and in 
the inn where Cervantes certainly drank-,-
S. S. P. 
unusual as the conditions that made them I made the creation of "flying" columns 
necessary. The fact that civilians acted as necessary. 
combatants wherever the military advanced Groups of some 300 soldiers each have 
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BRITAIN'S LONG WAR ON 
* * HER SLUMS * * 
By HAROLD CALLENDER 
LONDON 
There was recently completed a remark-
able social survey of England and \Vales, a 
study of overcrowding which was virtuallv 
a census of the households. It showed thO:t 
341,000 families were overcrowded, by the 
ollicial standard soon to become law. But 
if it he assumed that no living room should 
serve as a bedroom, then 85il,OOO families 
must be considered overcrowded. 
This survey suggests the amount of build-
ing that remains to be done in order to 
provide adequate housing for the British 
people; while a 1·ecent state ment of the 
Ministry of Health that more than :5,000,000 
houses had been built in England and \Vales 
since the war shows the enorm·ms scope of 
past achievement. Britain's housing pro~ 
gress has attracted much attention abroad, 
notably in America, where advocates and 
opponents of Federal aid for housing both 
point to Britain's record as an example. 
Britain in recent years has been rapidly 
building houses while the American Con-
gress has been debating how to build them. 
been loaded into trucks and sent out in 
cavalcades to capture recalcitrant towns off 
the main roads, thus reducing the danger of 
attacks on com1nunication lines. On oe-
casion General Franco has had from thirty 
to forty of these columns operating simul-
taneously, a ssisted by Hebel bombing planes. 
In his advance toward Madrid, at various 
times he has split his troops up into three 
columns, all moving to\vard their goal along 
parallel rc~ads and fighting through every 
town r eached and frequently along the roads. 
'i\7henever a town is taken, Hightist n1ilitia, 
unifornted in blue denim, assutne control 
and permit the military to move on to new 
objectives. These volunteers, while of small 
use in the firjng line, are all armed, and 
outnumber tbe actual fighting forces by at 
least three to one. They are r esponsible 
for preventing disorders in the places con-
quered and they perform most of the sum-
mary executions. 
* * * 
The Leftists have followed an entirely 
different strategy. They have gone on the 
assumption that the longer tbe r evolt con-
tinues, the greater the chance of its collaps-
ing behind the lines. Their leaders believe 
tbat the reasonably large percentage of the 
people who are accepting the military only 
because of terrorist tactics will rise up if 
the strugg1e goes on long enough. 
Attempts have been made by l~ed agents 
to stir up revolt among the tribes in White 
Morocco. Enough progress has been made 
to stop the movement of troops to Spain in 
any large nulllbers. Th e 1\cd leaders insist-
that, even if the vVhites can take small 
towns and isol ated north coast cities, this 
con~titutes no assurance that they can win 
the war. Even with Madrid in Hebel hands, 
they believe, the armed peasants would still 
be out in the hills and mountains, and a 
large part of Spain would remain in Leftist 
hands. 
Britain's accomplishment in time of depres-
sion has been amazing. The reason is that 
in Britain the government has experimented 
with housing schen1es ever since the war, 
and many of the issues lately so hostly ar-
gued in \V ashington have long since been 
settkd here. * * * 
To understand the genesis of the housing 
policy now being carried out, one n1ust 
revert to the disordered year 1919, when 
there was an acute shortage of houses and 
of jobs. Several million men had to be 
demobilized and somehow transferred back 
to industry and trade. 
Normafly this would ha:ve meant sending 
them hack to slums or to crowded quarters 
not much better than slums, Few could ex-
pect to return to the same jobs they had 
left years before, and the British conscience 
(though it had long tolerated slums) revolt-
eel at the thought of asking the men who 
had fought for their country to settle down 
in the gr·imy dwellings which were all that 
many of them had ever known. 
Moreover, there was some apprehension 
lest the men themselves might prove intrac-
table, and demobilization seemed fraught 
with the danger of social disturbances. The 
slogan which then became current-" Homes 
for Heroes "-expressed both this fear of 
unrest and a gPnuine desire to raise the 
standard of working-class housing. It l\'as 
in this time of uncertain ty and readjustment 
that the State accepted the responsibility 
for the welfare of the able-bodied unem-
ploye d and the responsibility for insuring 
better houses. Doth were then regarded as 
temporary measures. But both have re-
mained settled practices ever since and are 
likely so to remain for a very long time. 
Building bad been suspended during the 
war and rents had risen 50 p er cent·. The 
governrnent rniglJt have removed rent re-
strictions and sent rents higher still. That 
would have been good for the builder, but 
it would not have provided homes for the 
heroes who worked for wages. So rents 
were lowered by housing subsidies, 
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That seemed a revolutionary method at 
the time. Perhaps it was. Perhaps it is 
not too much to say that Britain, in extend-
ing her social services to meet an einer-
gency, was undergoing a kind of gradual 
revolution. For the accepted attitude to-
ward working-class housing, and toward the 
rights of the masses generally to a better 
life, has greatly altered since the days when 
the nineteenth-century industrialist, recog-
nizing no social responsibility, ruled su-
preme. 
Whether it was built in London's East 
End, in the "Black Country" of the Mid-
lands, in the shipbuilding towns on the Clyde 
or the Tync, in the cotton towns of Lanca-
shire, in the potteries of Staffordshire, or 
in the coal fields of Durham, Northumber-
land or vVales, the typical worker's home 
was much the same. It was a tiny brick 
cottage huddled in a row of identical cot-
tages forming a single n1ass of tnasonry. 
The small backyards of these cottages 
were occupied by coal sheds and clothes-
lines. The chimneys, all alike, were aligned 
like sentinels, with parallel chimneys on 
parallel rows of similar cot tages, block after 
block, sometimes mile after mile. Here 
was standardization long before Henry Ford 
was known. Here were monotonous uniform-
ity and "leveling down" long before de-
mocracy (with which these qualities are as· 
sociated) had become a bugbear of elderly 
Tories. 
Thousands of such cottages were built in 
centers of population, other thousands were 
erected by mining companies beside pits 
sunk in open country where space was plen-
tiful. But that made no difference. In both 
regions they seemed cunningly designed to 
restrict the occupants' share of the earth's 
surface to as minimum their rations of light 
and air, to discourage any illusion that 
decent living standards were attainable. 
There was then no talk of " Homes for 
Heroes." The workman might risk his life 
digging coal the revenues from which fi-
nanced stately country houses with large 
parks, or he might build luxurious ocean 
liners for others to travel in; but it was not 
thought unfitting that he should live in a 
brick hovel in a narrow and grimy street. 
Such, for thousands of wage-earners, was 
the "Englishman's castle." Examples of it 
may be seen today in many industrial towns 
and in many mining villages. 
* * * 
In some of the same towns a contrasting 
picture may be seen, suggesting the typical 
worker's home of the future which an 
a wakened social conscience is creating. In 
the oubkirts of London, for instance, are 
large spaces where neat, modern houses at 
low rents have been erected on town-plan-
ning principles. They are often monoton· 
ously alike, but this is the only characteristic 
they share with the older type of cottage. 
Each stands upon its own plot of ground and 
each has a garden-that cherished symbol of 
privacy and individuality which largely ac· 
counts for the Englishman's dislike of flats. 
But there are flats as well, usually built 
of brick and four stories high. Many have 
grass-covered courtyards. They are cen-
trally heated and equipped with modern 
conveniences such as laundries in the base-
mente. Here workers may rent small apart· 
ments fo1· $3 to $4 weekly, thanks to the 
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fact that subsidies as well as rents are 
available to finance the buildings. 
In the last two years some 300,000 per· 
sons have been removed from slums to mod· 
ern cottages or flats, and the five·year pro· 
gram now under way involves new quarters 
for 1,300,000 persons. In large cities, where 
the worker must be near his job, only flats 
can meet the need; though still most Britons 
prefer small cottages with gardens. 
It is this transition from slums and slum· 
like overcrowding to less congested cottages 
and modern flats which constitutes the major 
British housing problem. For it is primarily 
a working-class problem. Other classes, 
and even the more highly paid wage·earners, 
manage to rent or to purchase suitable 
dwellings in most parts of the country, be· 
cause an elaborate system of building and 
Joan societies and low interest rates makes 
the financing of house purchases remarkably 
easy. One can buy a small house by pay· 
ments of $6 to $10 a week, and thousands 
are doing so. It is the wage-earner unable 
to spend more than about $10 a month for 
his house who presents the problem that 
only State aid can solve. 
* * * During the first twelve years after the 
war it was, therefore, the State which took 
the lead, and some 63 per cent of the houses 
built in England and Wales were financed 
with the aid of subsidies. Later the burden 
shifted from public to private initiative. In 
the last five years more than three-fourths 
of the new houses have been privately 
financed and built. Of the 3,000;000 houses 
built since the war about 44 per cent were 
constructed with the aid of the national 
treasury, and the slum-clearance program, 
indeed working·class housing generally, still 
depends upon State grants. 
It was the purpose of subsidies not to 
displace the private builder but to insure 
low-rent working-class houses which the 
private builder could not supply. Two thirds 
of the subsidized houses were built by mu· 
nicipalities. But under each of the four 
housing acts some houses were built by pri· 
vate contractors, whose activities were to 
this extent helped by subsidies. 
The field into which the State has entered 
as financier of housing thus is one which the 
private builder had virtually abandoned. 
The line between public and private inltia· 
tive was drawn by the private builder him· 
self. He marked out his field and the State 
took what was left. The private contractor 
was not driven out of working-class housing 
by the State, .but by the limited purchasing 
power of the workers, who could not pay 
rents sufficient to finance privately built and 
unsubsidized . houses. 
* * * The State might perhaps have sought to 
raise wages to a level consistent with good 
housing, but, instead, it brought rents down 
to a level consistent with low wages. It 
thus used its resources to improve the stand· 
ard of living of the workers. 
Peter Grimm, who advised President 
Roosevelt on housing, concluded that many 
workers could not pay more than about $5 a 
month per room as rent, while private 
builders could not produce houses for much 
less than hyice that sum. "The govern· 
ment," he said, "must step in and make up 
the difference." It is the same in Britain, 
except that both building costs and wages 
are lower. 
For slum dwellers houses or flats must be 
available at rents of $1.50 to $2.50 a week, 
and for workers generally rents must not 
exceed about $3 a week. The private builder 
can supply houses at $6 and even $4 a week 
in some cases. But the gap remains be· 
tween what the workers can afford to rent 
and what the contractor can afford to build. 
To fill this gap the municipalities have built 
subsidized houses, many of which are let at 
rates as low as $1.25 a week. 
Public authorities enjoy other advantages 
besides subsidies. The town council, in 
building houses which it will own and man· 
age, is more exacting regarding quality of 
work and of material than the speculative 
builder, whose purpose is to make a quick 
sale and liquidate his capital. Moreover, 
the municipality's overhead costs are less, 
and it can borrow for sixty years at 3t per 
cent. 
* * * 
Rapid house-building in Britain, stimulat· 
ed by the cheap·money policy of the govern· 
ment and by State financial aid, has played 
a leading part in the trade recovery of the 
last four years. The building industry in 
any country, because it uses a great variety 
of materials produced by other trades, is 
normally an important factor in the busi· 
ness cycle. In Britain it is the largest in· 
dustry and one of the chief contributors to 
recovery. 
Expenditure on house-building has risen 
steadily for five years; last year $392,000,000 
was spent on houses. The activity of the 
building trades in 1935 was more than twice 
as great as in 1924 and 50 per cent greater 
than in 1930. Building and public works 
contracting employs directly and indirectly, 
about 3,000,000 persons and has an annual 
turnover of approximately $2,750,000,000. 
The new Overcrowding Act, which will 
become effective next year, establishes a 
new principle. It modifies the ancient doc· 
trine that the Englishman's home is his 
castle; for the State now may step in to 
limit the number of persons who may oc· 
cupy a house or flat, and both landlord and 
tenant may be punished for permitting over· 
crowding beyond the fixed standard. 
On the basis of the standard set up by 
the new law, it appears that some 200,000 
new houses will be needed, in addition to 
the 300,000 being built to replace dwellings 
officially classed as slums. On the basis of 
the higher standard suggested, by which no 
living room could be also a bedroom, some 
500,000 houses would be needed. 
Just as it has become an accepted principle 
that the able-bodied unemployed shall re· 
ceive relief from the State, so it is now 
conceded by a Conservative Parliament that 
the State must assume the responsibility of 
insuring suitable homes for its workers and 
that working·class housing must be financed 
by the State so long as private enterprise 
cannot supply it at a profit. 
* * * 
This experience may be summed up by 
saying that the four successive Housing 
Acts since the war had produced, up to Jan. 
1 last, 1,267,000 houses. All were let at 
low rents. Two-thirds were built by local 
authorities, while one-third were built pri-
vately for sale. The capital cost of all these 
subsidized houses came to about $3,500,000· 
000, of which the State has contributed 
$788,500,000. 
The State's advances were in the form of 
annual grands extending over twenty to 
forty years, and their budget cost in the 
last fiscal year was $69,735,000. Under the 
new schemes this annual contribution of the 
national treasury will rise to $80,000,000 or 
more by 1938. 
The State now contributes sums varying 
with the cost of the houses, the basic rate 
being $30 a year per flat and $10 to $40 per 
house for forty years. In the municipal 
housing projects the local authority-town, 
borough or country-contributes a sum equal 
to one·half the State subsidy and builds, 
manages and maintains housing units with· 
out the assistance of private capital. Local 
authorities may condemn and purchase land 
for housing and town planning. 
In seeking to abolish slums Britain faced 
a task greater than that of any other in· 
dustrial country. She had to make up for 
generations of negligence. She had to wipe 
out the relics of nineteenth-century industri· 
alism and raise the living standards of the 
workers to levels more nearly in accord 
with present·day conceptions. 
It is a huge problem. But Britain has at 
last tackled it in earnest. Thanks part· 
ly to housing improvement, the standard of 
living of the British worker today is on the 
whole higher than ever before. 
THE DWINDLING FAMILY: 
A MENACE TO THE FUTURE 
Two hundred years ago, so far as we can 
tell, the population of Europe numbered 
140,000,000; three years ago it was 519,· 
000,000. Ninety years ago the population 
of the world was about 1,100,000,000 ; to· 
day it is approaching 2,100,000,000. History 
has nothing to show like this stupendous 
wave of births and fall of deaths. It i;l on 
the same epic scale as the invention, ex· 
pansion, and production in the economic 
sphere which made it possible and which 
it made possible. Those. who would find 
in over-population the source of many con· 
temporary troubles should recall that many 
I 
of those troubles have only begun with the 
decline in the birth-rates of the population 
of Europe, which promises, if it goes on 
unchecked, to have the same epic propor· 
tions and results as the population revolu· 
tion of the nineteenth century. 
The preparation for what we might call 
Act IV of the drama of population goes on, 
as did Act III, unheeded by the vast rna· 
jority of the actors, few of whom grasp 
their role in what seems to them a great 
movement of nature. But investigation 
and statistics have reduced the pro!:>lem to 
human proportions. 
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滅しつ』あるのである。うらャまLい事であ
る。 x x x 
r}~ .ll'?lス・ 4ν ・ 7・~ -1 Jが評列がい
いので、調子l二乗って蹟げる事i二しれ。
x x x 
出版書官官圭行委I~ 相善幸らず世界各地からの
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洲列強閑の空軍競争の記事ら得7このでお目
にかげる事としt:。
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by H. G. W. Woodhead， C.B.E. 













Some Intimate Sketches 01 Lile 
and Personalities 
親しき日本
by Ippei Fukuda 
万ヲ'ththe P.ぺfaceby Don Brown 
Hanasomely b，una in linen doth， 'ωith 13 IIIuJtra抑制
INthis…山 a…Ivesa記 riesof田 tre吋…ing
pen pictures of life and personalities in }apan， the subjects dealt with in. 
cluding the }apanese mind， kimono，“happy" -coated Tokyoites， komuso， 
Mr. Salaried Man's wife， working Women， overworked students， Tokyo's busi. 
ness cen位e，the Ginza， hiking in the country，“yose" entertainment， pocket. 
warmers， the revue stage， etc. 
“Mr. Fukuda，" wrote The Times， London， when reviewing his previous 
book，“combines an intimate knowledge of men and events in his own country 
with considerable experience of the outer world， and the style of his writing 
shows that he has acquired not only the technique， but a good deal of the spirit， 
of English.language journalism_" 
What is perhaps most notable about“The }apanese at Home" is that， as 
Mr. Don Brown aptly points out in his preface to the present volume， Mr. 
Fukuda succeeds where the others fail by writing informally of what may be 
described as the . human" asp、ctsof Japan， instead of throwing himself into 
strained arguments that neither attract nor convince， although he is no less 
eager than others to have foreigners under6tand and like Japan. 






B. H. Chamberl・|前.、n D aln I ~ 
to Lafcad・ I!~ 。 ioHearn  
Comp似今 KAZUOKOIZUMI I ~~ 
Gilt-totμd， handJome!y bo仰 din doth 91 x 61" I ;、l月I
With IIIult，.ations Priee y 3.50 PO刷 ge22 sen I _~ 
一← I Ji 
The lonely馴 1of Lafcadio Hearn apparently ，(f務薄弱b. I日n
found in Professor Chamberlain one of the few 総務委 譲 l登町
in Japan with whom he could taJk on equal 良型車融 機 l行瞬
terms， one to whom he could freely speak his 粧 を懇談矧 l。
mind. TheirS were di任erentcharacters， -Hearn， 認 黙と I ~問
who was more emotional， rrtaking a町出昭 con- 繁給者 I A 
ChamberJain. who caJled himseJf “coJd- "量増 ヅ 弘 l 、
bJooded northernゲ， and was in the "hal川 of，L鋪蛇錯島 I tiA 
ωω 勾y，looking. at.things， .~o! ~~d~in!5 t~~m， ~r， 行';I""'lV I前
and toJerating everything except intoleroncピ，StilJ the intellectual associations I行
between the two were very intimate and of high order， and there wa民 the I会民
Jetters show， a p 釘 fect understandin~ between them. Professor Ch凶1沼ambe釘叫rlai幻r山 I E印n伊眠
letters ω.Heani， which are collected-in this voJume by his son Kazuo Koizumi， I同1
are a memorial to th巴intimateassociations and give mωt interesting sideJights I入商
upon Hearn as well as ChamberJain. The topics dealt with cover almost any- I 
thing ftom “shalls and wills" to the woman question， and in the letters the I中北
色ruditereveaJs himseJf humourous， versatile， criticaJ and appreciative toward I ，9，
his friend and other contemporaries. AJong with “The Japanese Letters of i工費
Lafcadio Hearn" edited by Mrs. Elizabeth BisJand and published by HougJ巾 n， ! 事~~
Miffiin & Co.， these letters of ChamberJain shouJd occupy an important place I麿
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A Short History 
by Boy H. Akagi. Ph. D. 
to be 
Published 
in March 
{第三種~\傑物i沼oJ)
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